Abstract. We generalize the QSQR evaluation method to give a setoriented depth-first evaluation method for Horn knowledge bases. The resulting procedure closely simulates SLD-resolution (to take advantages of the goal-directed approach) and highly exploits set-at-a-time tabling. Our generalized QSQR evaluation procedure is sound, complete, and tight. It does not use adornments and annotations. To deal with function symbols, our procedure uses iterative deepening search which iteratively increases term depth bound for atoms occurring in the computation. When the term depth bound is fixed, our evaluation procedure runs in polynomial time in the size of extensional relations.
Introduction
The Horn fragment of first-order logic plays an important role in knowledge representation and reasoning. It is used as the language of definite logic programs and goals in logic programming. Its range-restricted function-free version is also used as the Datalog language for deductive databases. 1 The Horn fragment itself is not very expressive because it is monotonic w.r.t. the set of positive consequences, but it has received lots of attention due to the following reasons. Firstly, there are efficient computational methods like tabled SLD-resolution for the Horn fragment. Secondly, for some restricted Horn fragments, the complexity of the problem of checking logical consequences may be reduced to polynomial time: for example, the data complexity of Datalog is in PTIME. Thirdly, the Horn fragment is a starting point for developing more expressive languages with appropriate semantics and computational procedures (e.g. normal logic programs and goals with SLDNF-resolution calculus, and Datalog ¬ with well-founded semantics).
Horn knowledge bases are definite logic programs, which are usually so big that either they cannot be totally loaded into memory or evaluations for them cannot be done totally in memory. Thus, in contrast to logic programming, for Horn knowledge bases efficient access to secondary storage is an important aspect. Horn knowledge bases can be treated as extensions of Datalog deductive databases without the range-restrictedness and function-free conditions. Developing efficient evaluation methods for Horn knowledge bases is worth not only for practical applications but also for the theory of knowledge bases. This problem, especially in our setting, did not receive much attention from researchers during the last decade, but this does not mean that the problem has been well-studied and does not need further investigations.
To develop evaluation procedures for Horn knowledge bases one can either adapt tabled SLD-resolution systems of logic programming to reduce the number of accesses to secondary storage or generalize top-down or bottom-up evaluation methods of Datalog queries to deal with non-range-restricted definite logic programs and goals that may contain function symbols.
Tabled SLD-resolution systems like OLDT [12] , SLD-AL [14, 15] , linear tabulated resolution [11, 16] are efficient computational procedures for logic programming without redundant recomputations, but they are not directly applicable to Horn knowledge bases to obtain efficient evaluation engines because they are not set-oriented (set-at-a-time). In particular, the suspension-resumption mechanism and the stack-wise representation as well as the "global optimizations of SLD-AL" are all tuple-oriented (tuple-at-a-time). Data structures for them are too complex so that they must be dropped if one wants to convert the methods to efficient set-oriented ones. Of course, one can use, e.g., XSB [9, 10] (a stateof-the-art implementation of OLDT) as a Horn knowledge base engine, but as pointed out in [4] , it is tuple-oriented and not suitable for efficient access to secondary storage. The try of converting XSB to a set-oriented engine [4] removes essential features of XSB and is not natural.
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In [15] , Vieille adapted SLD-AL resolution for Datalog deductive databases to obtain the top-down QoSaQ procedure by representing goals by means of tuples and translating the operations of SLD-AL on goals onto operations on tuples. This evaluation method of Datalog queries is also tuple-oriented due to the stackwise representation and the optimizations originated from SLD-AL. Besides, the specific techniques of QoSaQ like "instantiation pattern", "rule compilation", "projection" are heavily based on the range-restrictedness and function-free conditions. Thus, it is not appropriate to extend the QoSaQ evaluation method for Horn knowledge bases.
In [13] , Vieille gave the query-subquery recursive (QSQR) evaluation method for Datalog deductive databases, which is a top-down method based on SLDresolution and the set-at-a-time technique. Vieille's QSQR algorithm is incomplete [15] , but in this paper we refer to the revised version of QSQR [1] (and treat it as "original" w.r.t. our generalization), which is complete due to the added outer loop. The QSQR method uses adornments to simulate SLD-resolution in pushing constant symbols from goals to subgoals. The annotated version of QSQR also uses annotations to simulate SLD-resolution in pushing repeats of variables from goals to subgoals [1] .
The magic-set technique [2, 8] is another formulation of tabling for Datalog deductive databases. It simulates the top-down QSQR evaluation by rewriting a given query to another equivalent one that when evaluated using a bottom-up technique (e.g. the seminaive evaluation) produces only facts produced by the QSQR evaluation. Adornments are used as in the QSQR evaluation. To simulate annotations, the magic-set transformation is augmented with subgoal rectification (see, e.g., [1] ). Some authors have extended the magic-set technique for Horn knowledge bases [7, 4] . To deal with non-range-restrictedness and function symbols, "magic predicates" are used without adornments.
As seen from the above discussion, there are tuple-oriented depth-first evaluation methods (e.g. [10] ) and (set-oriented) breadth-first evaluation methods [7, 4] (based on the magic-set transformation and the bottom-up seminaive evaluation) for Horn knowledge bases. However, as far as we know, no set-oriented depth-first evaluation method was developed for Horn knowledge bases.
In this paper, we generalize the QSQR evaluation method to give a setoriented depth-first evaluation method for Horn knowledge bases. The resulting procedure closely simulates SLD-resolution (to take advantages of the goaldirected approach) and highly exploits set-at-a-time tabling. Our generalized QSQR evaluation procedure is sound, complete, and tight. It does not use adornments and annotations. To deal with function symbols, our procedure uses iterative deepening search which iteratively increases term depth bound for atoms occurring in the computation. When the term depth bound is fixed, our evaluation procedure runs in polynomial time in the size of extensional relations.
From the theoretical point of view, as the magic-set transformation is a simulation of the QSQR evaluation, generalizing the QSQR evaluation method for Horn knowledge bases is worth studying for a better understanding of the application of the magic-set technique to Horn knowledge bases.
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From the practical point of view, in the case when the used Horn knowledge base is specified in the top-down manner as in logic programming, where the order of clauses is essential, and the user is interested only in finding some but not all answers for a query, the set-oriented depth-first QSQR evaluation method would be more efficient than the breadth-first evaluation method based on the magic-set transformation and the bottom-up seminaive evaluation.
Preliminaries
First-order logic is considered in this work and we assume that the reader is familiar with it. We recall only the most important definitions for our work and refer the reader to [5] for further reading.
A signature for first-order logic consists of constant symbols, function symbols, and predicate symbols. Terms and formulae over a fixed signature are de-fined using the symbols of the signature and variables in the usual way. An atom is a formula of the form p(t 1 , . . . , t n ), where p is an n-ary predicate and t 1 , . . . , t n are terms. The term depth of a term or a formula is the maximal nesting depth of function symbols occurring in that term or formula. By V ar(Γ ) we denote the set of variables occurring in Γ .
If θ and δ are substitutions such that θδ = δθ = ε, where ε is the empty substitution, then we call them renaming substitutions. If E and E are terms, non-quantified formulae or tuples of terms such that Eθ = E for some renaming substitution θ, then E is called a variant of E , and vice versa.
The restriction of a substitution θ to a set X of variables is denoted by θ |X . If ϕ is a formula, then by ∀(ϕ) we denote the universal closure of ϕ, which is the formula obtained by adding a universal quantifier for every variable having a free occurrence in ϕ. If P is a positive logic program and
Positive Logic Programs and SLD-Resolution
We now give definitions for SLD-resolution. A goal G is derived from a goal G = ← A 1 , . . . , A i , . . . , A k and a program clause ϕ = (A ← B 1 , . . . , B h ) using A i as the selected atom and θ as the most general unifier (mgu) if θ is an mgu for A i and A, and G = ← (A 1 , . . . , A i−1 , B 1 , . . . , B h , A i+1 , . . . , A k )θ. We call G a resolvent of G and ϕ. If i = 1 then we say that G is derived from G and ϕ using the leftmost selection function.
Let P be a positive logic program and G a goal. An SLD-derivation from P ∪ {G} consists of a (finite or infinite) sequence
. . of goals, a sequence ϕ 1 , ϕ 2 , . . . of variants of program clauses of P and a sequence θ 1 , θ 2 , . . . of mgu's s.t. each G i+1 is derived from G i and ϕ i+1 using θ i+1 . Each ϕ i is a suitable variant of the corresponding program clause such that ϕ i does not have any variables which already appear in the derivation up to G i−1 . Each program clause variant ϕ i is called an input program clause.
An SLD-refutation of P ∪ {G} is a finite SLD-derivation of P ∪ {G} which has the empty clause as the last goal in the derivation.
A computed answer θ for P ∪ {G} is the substitution obtained by restricting the composition θ 1 . . . θ n to the variables of G, where θ 1 , . . . , θ n is the sequence of mgu's used in an SLD-refutation of P ∪ {G}. [3] ). Let P be a positive logic program and G a goal. Then every computed answer for P ∪ {G} is a correct answer for P ∪ {G}. Conversely, for every correct answer θ for P ∪ {G}, there exists a computed answer δ for P ∪ {G} such that Gθ = Gδγ for some substitution γ.
Theorem 1 (Soundness and Completeness of SLD-Resolution
We will use also the following well-known lemmas:
Lemma 1 (Lifting Lemma, see, e.g., [5] ). Let P be a positive logic program, G a goal, and θ a substitution. Suppose there exists an SLD-refutation of P ∪ {Gθ}. Then there exists an SLD-refutation of P ∪ {G} of the same length such that, if θ 1 , . . . , θ n are the mgu's from the SLD-refutation of P ∪ {Gθ} and θ 1 , . . . , θ n are the mgu's from the SLD-refutation of P ∪ {G}, then there exists a substitution γ such that θθ 1 . . . θ n = θ 1 . . . θ n γ.
Lemma 2 (Lemma 8.5 in [5] ). Let P be a positive logic program and A an atom. Suppose that P ∀(A). Then there exists an SLD-refutation of P ∪{← A} with the empty substitution as the computed answer.
Definitions for Horn Knowledge Bases
Similarly as for deductive databases, we classify each predicate either as intensional or extensional. A generalized tuple is a tuple of terms, which may contain function symbols and variables. A generalized relation is a set of generalized tuples of the same arity. A Horn knowledge base is defined to be a pair consisting of a positive logic program for defining intensional predicates and a generalized extensional instance, which is a function mapping each extensional n-ary predicate to an n-ary generalized relation. Note that intensional predicates are defined by a positive logic program which may contain function symbols and not be range-restricted. From now on, we use the term "relation" to mean a generalized relation, and the term "extensional instance" to mean a generalized extensional instance.
Note: We will treat a tuple t from a relation of a predicate p as the atom p(t). Thus, a relation (of tuples) of a predicate p is a set of atoms of p, and an extensional instance is a set of atoms of extensional predicates. Conversely, a set of atoms of p can be treated as a relation (of tuples) of the predicate p.
Given a Horn knowledge base specified by a positive logic program P and an extensional instance I, a query to the knowledge base is a positive formula ϕ(x) without quantifiers, where x is a tuple of all the variables of ϕ. A (correct) answer for the query is a tuple t of terms of the same length as x such that P ∪ I ∀(ϕ(t)). When measuring "data complexity", we assume that P and ϕ are fixed, while I varies. Thus, the pair (P, ϕ(x)) is treated as a query to the extensional instance I. We will use the term "query" in that meaning.
It can be shown that, every query (P, ϕ(x)) can be transformed in polynomial time into an equivalent query of the form (P , q(x)) over a signature extended with new intensional predicates, including q. The equivalence means that, for every extensional instance I and every tuple t of terms of the same length as x, P ∪ I ∀(ϕ(t)) iff P ∪ I ∀(q(t)). The transformation is based on introducing new predicates for defining complex subformulae occurring in the query. For example, if ϕ = p(x) ∧ r(x, y), then P = P ∪ {q(x, y) ← p(x), r(x, y)}, where q is a new intensional predicate.
Without loss of generality, we will consider only queries of the form (P, q(x)), where q is an intensional predicate. Answering such a query on an extensional instance I is equivalent to finding (correct) answers for P ∪ I ∪ {← q(x)}.
Generalizing the QSQR Evaluation Algorithm

Informal Description
We first adapt SLD-resolution to find all answers effectively. We set up the problem as follows: given a positive logic program P , an extensional instance I and an atom A of an intensional predicate p, construct an answer relation ans p such that for every SLD-refutation of P ∪ I ∪ {← A} with computed answer θ, Aθ is an instance of a variant of some atom from ans p, i.e. ans p contains a more general answer than θ. The mentioned property is called completeness (of the evaluation). We expect also two other properties: soundness and tightness. Soundness states that for every atom A of ans p, P ∪ I ∀(A ), and tightness informally states that all atoms of ans p closely relate to the query (that is, no irrelevant atoms are derived). The relation ans p contains tuples (as for the predicate p) that are treated as atoms of p.
For each intensional predicate q, we use a global variable ans q to keep an answer relation for q. Tuples of ans q are treated as atoms of the predicate q. At the beginning, we set all of such variables to empty relations. Consider an SLD-refutation of P ∪ I ∪ {← A}. Let the first input program clause applied to ← A be ϕ = (A ← B 1 , . . . , B n ) and the used mgu (for A and A ) be θ. Then δ n holds a correct answer for P ∪ I ∪ {← A}. Thus, if Aδ n is not an instance of a fresh variant of any atom from the answer relation ans p, where p is the predicate of A, then we can add Aδ n to ans p. (A fresh variant is a variant whose variables are not used anywhere else.)
To obtain all answers for the goal ← A, all the choices are systematically tried, and the process is repeated until no changes are made to the global variables during the last iteration. To guarantee the stop property, each goal like ← A is processed only once. Furthermore, to avoid redundant recomputation we check that ← A is not an instance of a fresh variant of any goal that has been processed before. To do this we record A in a relation held by a global variable input p, where p is the predicate of A. Such a relation is called an input/goal relation. It can be represented as a generalized relation and we treat tuples of input p as atoms of the predicate p.
Note that, for the adaptation, we concentrate on unary goals.
A Formal Tuple-at-a-Time Version of the Method
We now formally present the algorithm of the evaluation method described in the previous subsection. Let l be a fixed natural number, which we will use as the bound imposed on term depth of atoms occurring in SLD-derivations.
Algorithm 1
Evaluate a query (P, q(x)) on an extensional instance I.
Initialize global variables ans p and input p to empty relations for every intensional predicate p of P . 2. Call Procedure 2 to process the goal ← q(x).
3. Return ans q.
Procedure 2
Process a goal ← A.
1. Let p be the predicate of A. If A is an instance of a fresh variant of some atom from input p then exit, else add A to input p. 2. Repeat until no new tuples are added to any global ans variable: For each program clause ϕ defining p in P , call Procedure 3 to process the goal ← A on a fresh variant of ϕ.
Procedure 3
Process a goal ← A on a program clause ϕ = (A ← B 1 , . . . , B n ), where A has the same predicate as A . i. If the term depth of B i δ i−1 is not greater than l then call Procedure 2 to process the goal ← B i δ i−1 . ii. For every atom B i ∈ ans p i , if B i δ i−1 is unifiable with a fresh variant of B i using an mgu γ i then add δ i−1 γ i to sup i . 4. For each δ n ∈ sup n : If Aδ n is not an instance of a fresh variant of any atom from ans p, where p is the predicate of A, then: delete from ans p every atom whose fresh variant is an instance of Aδ n , and add Aδ n to ans p.
Soundness, Completeness, and Tightness
In this subsection, we prove that the top-down evaluation method presented by Algorithm 1 is sound, complete, and tight. Roughly speaking, Algorithm 1 is a reformulation of SLD-resolution with a different way of passing bindings of variables. Our proofs are therefore related to soundness and completeness of the SLD-resolution calculus.
Theorem 2 (Soundness). Let (P, q(x)) be a query and I an extensional instance. Consider the execution of Algorithm 1 for that query on I. Then, for every atom A added to ans p at Step 4 of Procedure 3, P ∪ I ∀(A ).
Proof. We prove this theorem by induction on the step number at which A = Aδ n is added to ans p at Step 4 of Procedure 3. We construct an SLD-refutation for ← Aδ n by tracing the execution of Procedure 3 for ← A. Instead of the goal ← (B 1 , . . . , B n )δ 0 (or the sequence of goals ← B 1 δ 0 , . . . , ← B n δ n−1 ) for ← A, we have the goal ← B 1 δ n , . . . , B n δ n for ← Aδ n . Consider
Step 3c of Procedure 3. Since γ i is an mgu for B i δ i−1 and a variant of B i ∈ I(p i ), B i δ n is an instance of a variant of B i . Hence P ∪ I ∪ {← B i δ n } has an SLD-refutation with the empty substitution as the computed answer.
Consider Step 3(d)ii of Procedure 3. Since γ i is an mgu for B i δ i−1 and a variant of B i ∈ ans p i , B i δ n is an instance of a variant of B i ∈ ans p i . By the inductive assumption, P ∪ I ∀(B i ), hence P ∪ I ∀(B i δ n ). By Lemma 2, P ∪ I ∪ {← B i δ n } has an SLD-refutation with the empty substitution as the computed answer.
The refutations of P ∪ I ∪ {← B i δ n } for 1 ≤ i ≤ n can be combined into an SLD-refutation of P ∪ I ∪ {← B 1 δ n , . . . , B n δ n } because their computed answers are empty substitutions. Thus, we obtain an SLD-refutation of P ∪ I ∪ {← Aδ n } with the empty substitution as the computed answer. By Theorem 1 on soundness of SLD-resolution, P ∪ I ∀(Aδ n ).
We need the following lemma for the completeness theorem.
Lemma 3. Let (P, q(x)) be a query and I an extensional instance. Consider the execution of Algorithm 1 for that query on I. Let p be an intensional predicate of P , t ∈ input p, and θ the computed answer of an SLD-refutation of P ∪ I ∪ {← p(t)} that does not contain any goal with term depth greater than l. Then, after the execution of Procedure 2 for ← p(t), ans p contains a tuple t such that p(t)θ is an instance of a variant of p(t ).
Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume that the mentioned SLD-refutation of P ∪ I ∪ {← p(t)} uses the leftmost selection function (see Theorem 9.2 of [5] on independence of the computation rule).
We prove this lemma by induction on the number of steps when Procedure 2 finishes its execution for ← p(t). We will trace through the branch of the execution of Procedure 2 that corresponds to the mentioned SLD-refutation of P ∪ I ∪ {← p(t)}. Let θ 1 , . . . , θ h be the sequence of mgu's used in the refutation. We have that p(t)θ 1 . . . θ h = p(t)θ.
Let A = p(t) and suppose that the first step of the refutation of P ∪I ∪{← A} uses an input program clause ϕ = (A ← B 1 , . . . , B n ), giving the resolvent ← (B 1 , . . . , B n )θ 1 . Let j 1 = 2, j n+1 = h + 1 and suppose that the fragment for processing ← B i θ 1 . . . θ ji−1 of the refutation of ← A uses mgu's θ ji , . . . , θ ji+1−1 . Thus, after processing the atom B i−1 , for 2 ≤ i ≤ n + 1, the next goal of the refutation of ← A is ← (B i , . . . , B n )θ 1 . . . θ ji−1 .
Consider the processing of the goal ← A on ϕ by Procedure 3. We have that δ 0 = θ 1 . Let γ 0 = ε and X = V ar(A) ∪ V ar(ϕ). As the inner induction, let the inductive hypothesis be that after the processing of B i−1 by Procedure 3, where 2 ≤ i ≤ n + 1, or at the beginning if i = 1, we have that (θ 1 . . . θ ji−1 ) |X = (δ i−1 γ i−1 ) |X . This inductive hypothesis clearly holds for i = 1. Suppose that the inductive hypothesis holds for some 1 ≤ i ≤ n. We show that it also holds for i + 1.
Since (θ 1 . . . θ ji−1 ) |X = (δ i−1 γ i−1 ) |X , we have that (← B i θ 1 . . . θ ji−1 ) = (← B i δ i−1 γ i−1 ). By Lifting Lemma 1, its follows that there is a refutation of P ∪ I ∪ {← B i δ i−1 } using mgu's θ ji , . . . , θ ji+1−1 such that γ i−1 θ ji . . . θ ji+1−1 = θ ji . . . θ ji+1−1 µ i for some µ i .
Consider the case when the predicate p i of B i is an extensional predicate. Thus, j i+1 = j i + 1 and B i δ i−1 θ ji = B i σθ ji for some atom B i ∈ I(p i ) and some renaming substitution σ. Hence, there exists an mgu γ i for B i δ i−1 and B i σ. Thus γ i µ i = θ ji for some substitution µ i . Let γ i = µ i µ i . We have that:
That is, the inductive hypothesis of the inner induction holds for i + 1. Consider the case when the predicate p i of B i is an intensional predicate. By the outer inductive assumption, after the call of Procedure 2 for ← B i δ i−1 , ans p i contains an atom B i such that B i δ i−1 θ ji . . . θ ji+1−1 is an instance of a fresh variant B i σ of B i , which does not contain any variable of X, δ i−1 , or θ ji . . . θ ji+1−1 . Let ρ be a substitution with domain contained in V ar(B i σ) such that B i δ i−1 θ ji . . . θ ji+1−1 = B i σρ. We have that θ ji . . . θ ji+1−1 ∪ ρ is a unifier for B i δ i−1 and B i σ. Hence, there exists an mgu γ i for B i δ i−1 and B i σ. Thus we have that γ i µ i = (θ ji . . . θ ji+1−1 ∪ ρ) for some substitution µ i . Hence (γ i µ i ) |X∪V ar(δi−1) = (θ ji . . . θ ji+1−1 ) |X∪V ar(δi−1) . Let γ i = µ i µ i . We have that:
Analogously as for the case when p i is an extensional predicate, by choosing δ i = δ i−1 γ i ∈ sup i , the inductive hypothesis of the inner induction holds for i+1.
We have proved the inductive hypothesis of the inner induction, which implies that (θ 1 . . . θ jn+1−1 ) |X = (δ n γ n ) |X . That is, (θ 1 . . . θ h ) |X = (δ n γ n ) |X . We have that Aδ n γ n = p(t)θ 1 . . . θ h = p(t)θ. Hence p(t)θ is an instance of Aδ n . By Step 4 of Procedure 3, it follows that p(t)θ is an instance of a variant of some atom from ans p.
Theorem 3 (Completeness)
. Let (P, q(x)) be a query, I an extensional instance, and θ the computed answer of an SLD-refutation of P ∪I ∪{← q(x)} that does not contain any goal with term depth greater than l. Then the execution of Algorithm 1 (with parameter l) for the query (P, q(x)) on I returns ans q that contains a tuple t such that xθ is an instance of a variant of t.
Note that in the above theorem xθ is an instance of a variant of t but is not t nor a variant of t because of the optimization made at Step 4 of Procedure 3. For knowledge bases, it is inessential to require xθ to be t or a variant of t. The theorem immediately follows from Lemma 3.
For queries and extensional instances without function symbols, we take term depth bound l = 0 and obtain the following strong completeness result, which immediately follows from the above theorem. Corollary 1. Let (P, q(x)) be a query and I an extensional instance over a signature without function symbols. Let θ be a computed answer for P ∪ I ∪ {← q(x)}. Then the execution of Algorithm 1 with l = 0 for the query (P, q(x)) on I returns ans q that contains a tuple t s.t. xθ is an instance of a variant of t. Definition 1. An unrestricted SLD-derivation is an SLD-derivation, except that we drop the requirement that the used substitutions θ i are most general unifiers. They are only required to be unifiers.
The following theorem states that Algorithm 1 derives no irrelevant atoms. All input and ans atoms produced by the algorithm closely relate to the query. Theorem 4 (Tightness). Let (P, q(x)) be a query and I an extensional instance. Consider the result of the execution of Algorithm 1 for that query on I. Then:
1. For every intensional predicate p of P and every atom A ∈ input p, there is a variant A of A that appears in an unrestricted SLD-derivation from P ∪ I ∪ {← q(x)}. 2. For every intensional predicate p of P and every atom A ∈ ans p, there exists A ∈ input p such that A is an instance of A and P ∪ I ∪ {← A } has an SLD-refutation with the empty substitution as the computed answer.
The first assertion states that every input atom closely relates to the given query, while the second assertion states that every ans atom closely relates to some input atom, and therefore closely relates to the given query. That is, Algorithm 1 derives no irrelevant atoms.
Note that one cannot make the theorem stronger by deleting the word "unrestricted" because a goal ← r(t) may trigger a subgoal ← r(t ), which in turn may produce an answer t , which in turn may be used to answer ← r(t) and restrict subqueries. This is a common problem of approaches with tabling (e.g. Theorem 13.4.1 of [1] considers only tightness w.r.t. ground facts).
Proof. Consider the first assertion. For convenience, we rewrite this assertion to: for every intensional predicate p i of P and every atom B i ∈ input p i , there is a variant of B i that appears in an unrestricted SLD-derivation from P ∪ I ∪ {← q(x)}. To prove this, it suffices to consider the case when B i δ i−1 is added to input p i by Step 3(d)i of Procedure 3 and show that B i δ i−1 appears in an unrestricted SLD-derivation from P ∪ I ∪ {← A}, where ← A is the input of Procedure 3.
We can start from the goal ← (B 1 , . . . , B n )δ 0 , which is derived from ← A. It suffices to show that for every 1 ≤ j < i, the goal ← (B j+1 , . . . , B n )δ j is derivable from ← (B j , . . . , B n )δ j−1 using an unrestricted SLD-derivation, where δ k = δ k−1 γ k for every 1 ≤ k ≤ i − 1, and γ 1 , . . . , γ i−1 are the substitutions from the composition δ 0 γ 1 . . . γ i−1 of δ i−1 .
Consider the case when the predicate p j of B j is an extensional predicate. Let B j ∈ I(p j ) be the atom mentioned in Step 3c of Procedure 3. Since γ j is an mgu for B j δ j−1 and a variant of B j , B j δ j−1 γ j is an instance of a variant of B j . Hence, there exists an SLD-resolution of P ∪ I ∪ {← B j δ j−1 γ j } with the empty substitution as the computed answer. Hence the goal ← (B j+1 , . . . , B n )δ j−1 γ j , which is equivalent to ← (B j+1 , . . . , B n )δ j , is derivable from ← (B j , . . . , B n )δ j−1 using an unrestricted SLD-derivation.
Consider the case when the predicate p j of B j is an intensional predicate. Let B j ∈ ans p j be the atom mentioned in Step 3 (d) ii of Procedure 3. By Theorem 2, P ∪ I ∀(B j ). Since γ j is an mgu for B j δ j−1 and a variant of B j , it follows that P ∪ I ∀(B j δ j−1 γ j ). Hence, by Lemma 2, P ∪ I ∪ {← B j δ j−1 γ j } has an SLD-refutation with the empty substitution as the computed answer. Therefore, the goal ← (B j+1 , . . . , B n )δ j−1 γ j , which is equivalent to ← (B j+1 , . . . , B n )δ j , is derivable from ← (B j , . . . , B n )δ j−1 using an unrestricted SLD-derivation. This completes the proof of the first assertion.
The second assertion follows from Step 4 of Procedure 3 (with A = Aδ n ). For this, note that when Procedure 3 is called for ← A, we have that A ∈ input p. Besides, by Theorem 2, P ∪ I ∀(A ), which implies that P ∪ I ∪ {← A } has an SLD-refutation with the empty substitution as the computed answer.
Doing It Set-at-a-Time
Operations for databases and knowledge bases are often done set-at-a-time instead of tuple-at-a-time in order to reduce the number of accesses to secondary storage. This approach allows various optimizations like sorting, indexing, and clustering. In this subsection, we reformulate Algorithm 1 using the set-at-a-time technique. For the new algorithm, we use the following relational operators:
-eliminate subsumed tuples(J, J )
• where J and J are generalized relations of the same arity,
• returns the set of tuples of J that are not instances of a fresh variant of any tuple from J . -merge(J, J )
• is eliminate subsumed tuples(J, J ) ∪ eliminate subsumed tuples(J , J). -resolve with head atom(J, A )
• where J is a goal relation of the same predicate as A ,
• returns the set of tuples (A, δ 0 ) for each atom A ∈ J such that δ 0 is an mgu of A and A . -resolve with body atom(K, B i , R, X)
• where K has the format as resolve with head atom(J, A ) for some J and A , B i is an atom, R is a generalized relation of the predicate of B i , and X is a set of variables, • returns the set of tuples (A, δ i |V ar(A)∪X ) for each (A, δ i−1 ) ∈ K and each B i ∈ R such that: γ i is an mgu for B i δ i−1 and a fresh variant of B i , and δ i = δ i−1 γ i .
Here is our reformulation of Algorithm 1:
Algorithm 4
1. Initialize global variables ans p and input p to empty relations for every intensional predicate p of P . 2. Call Procedure 5 to process the goal relation {x} of predicate q. 3. Return ans q.
Procedure 5
Process a goal relation J of a predicate p. The data complexity of an evaluation algorithm is the computational complexity of that algorithm measured w.r.t. the size of the extensional instance when the query is fixed.
Corollary 2. Algorithm 4 with parameter l = 0 is a complete evaluation algorithm with PTIME data complexity for the class of queries over a signature without function symbols.
Proof. Completeness is established by Corollary 1.
Iterative Deepening Search
Suppose that we want to compute as many as possible but no more than k correct answers for a query (P, q(x)) on an extensional instance I within time limit T . Then we can use iterative deepening search as follows:
